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Abstract
We study a nonlinear interferometer consisting of two consecutive parametric ampliﬁers, where all
three optical ﬁelds (pump, signal and idler) are treated quantum mechanically, allowing for pump
depletion and other quantum phenomena. The interaction of all three ﬁelds in the ﬁnal ampliﬁer leads
to an interference pattern from which we extract the phase uncertainty. We ﬁnd that the phase
uncertainty oscillates around a saturation level that decreases as the mean number N of input pump
photons increases. For optimal interaction strengths, we also ﬁnd a phase uncertainty below the
shot-noise level and obtain a Heisenberg scaling 1 N . This is in contrast to the conventional treatment
within the parametric approximation, where the Heisenberg scaling is observed as a function of the
number of down-converted photons inside the interferometer.

1. Introduction
The advantage of non-classical light in interferometry is one of the major applications of quantum mechanics to
metrology. For example, phase measurements with Mach–Zehnder interferometers illuminated by a classical
coherent light ﬁeld are limited by shot noise. Therefore, their phase uncertainty scales as 1 N , where N is the
mean number of photons input to the interferometer. However, non-classical input states, such as squeezed
light, provide a Heisenberg scaling of the phase uncertainty with 1/N for the same mean number of input photons
[1]. Squeezed states are generated by nonlinear optical processes, in particular by parametric ampliﬁcation. The
idea of integrating nonlinear optical elements directly into the structure of an interferometer, and using
ampliﬁers instead of beam splitters, led to a new class of devices called nonlinear interferometers (NLIs) [2].
NLIs can be characterized by the Lie group SU(1, 1) and exhibit phase uncertainty below shot noise [3].
Because of this phase sensitivity, NLIs constitute a possible alternative in optical quantum metrology [4]. Beyond
this application, they have been used for spectroscopy [5] and imaging with entangled photons of different
colors [6]. NLIs also serve to shape and generate bright radiation with quantum properties [7]. The concept can
be applied to hybrid atom-light systems to study nonlinear dynamics in entangled systems [8] or perform
magnetometry beyond the shot-noise level [9].
In this article, we focus on a particular type of NLI, consisting of two optical parametric ampliﬁers, A and B,
as shown in ﬁgure 1. Such a parametric ampliﬁer usually consists of a medium with χ(2)-nonlinear optical
properties (like beta barium borate crystal) pumped by a coherent ﬁeld. This device can be used to amplify an
input signal ﬁeld, in a second-order nonlinear optical process known as difference-frequency generation, or to
generate two output ﬁelds by spontaneous down-conversion [10]. We discuss here the case where only the pump
(p) ﬁeld contains photons at the input side of the NLI [8, 11], with a photon mean number N, even though
different input ﬁelds can be used [12–14].
In a standard NLI the signal (s) and idler (i) photons down-converted by the parametric ampliﬁer A are used
as the input for ampliﬁer B, as shown in ﬁgure 1. The pump ﬁeld exiting ampliﬁer A is used as well to pump
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd on behalf of Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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Figure 1. Schematic of a nonlinear interferometer. A parametric ampliﬁer A populates signal and idler ﬁelds aˆs and aˆ i (each with
mean number Nint of internal photons) from a pump aˆ p (with photon mean number N). All three ﬁelds acquire a phase fs, fi, and fp,
respectively, before entering a second parametric ampliﬁer B. The three output ﬁelds are detected and the mean number Nout of
output signal (or idler) photons exhibits an interference pattern as a function of the phase difference between the three ﬁelds. The
dashed lines entering ampliﬁer A signify that the signal and idler input ﬁelds are in the vacuum state.

ampliﬁer B in most experimental realizations since the two ampliﬁers have to be pumped coherently. The three
ﬁelds (pump, signal and idler) then illuminate ampliﬁer B after acquiring a phase fj ( j=p, s, i) upon
propagation between ampliﬁers A and B. In ampliﬁer B, a second parametric ampliﬁcation process occurs,
generating signal and idler output ﬁelds, each with a photon mean number Nout, plus the pump. In a linear
interferometer, like a Mach–Zehnder setup, the interference can be explained through the indistinguishability of
the two paths of the interferometer. In an NLI, both ampliﬁers emit into the same modes and therefore it is
impossible to distinguish whether it was ampliﬁer A or, rather, B that created the signal and idler photons at the
NLI output. This indistinguishability results in interference, whose interference pattern depends on the phase
difference fp−fs−fi≡f.
NLIs have attracted some attention [3] due to the Heisenberg scaling of their phase uncertainty with the
(PA)
number Nint
of internal signal (or idler) photons in the interferometer. The superscript PA stands for
parametric approximation, which will be explained below. More precisely, the lowest phase uncertainty, which
happens at the phase giving destructive interference, is [2]
(PA)
(PA) -1 2
Df PA = [4Nint
(1 + Nint
)]
.

(1)

(PA)
Consequently, Heisenberg scaling is reached when Nint
 1. In fact, a sub-shot noise sensitivity has been
demonstrated experimentally [8, 11].
Equation (1) has been obtained within the PA, which assumes that the pump is an intense and undepleted
classical ﬁeld [15]. That is, its quantum nature is neglected. In this approximation, the number of signal (or idler)
(PA)
photons inside the NLI takes the form Nint
= sinh2 ( N t ), where N is the mean number of input pump
photons and τ the nonlinear interaction strength (proportional to the second order electric susceptibility and the
length of the nonlinear crystal). Under the PA, the uncertainty ΔfPA scales as 1 exp (2 N t ) for strong gain, i.e.
N t  1. This suggests that ΔfPA appears to follow a super-Heisenberg scaling with N. However, this scaling
(PA)
implicitly violates energy conservation since the number Nint
of generated photons grows exponentially with
N. This points to the possibility that pump depletion, and perhaps even the quantum features of the pump, play a
crucial role for the sensitivity of an NLI.
In fact, experiments using even a small number of pump photons have shown that the quantum nature of the
pump can be important in some cases [16, 17]. Here, highly-efﬁcient coupling mechanisms allowed for the
observation of down conversion pumped by single photons. Such experiments indicate that high-gain
experiments based on strong interaction might become feasible in the near future.
In this article, we ﬁnd the limit for the phase sensitivity of an NLI by taking into account the quantum nature
of the the pump and its evolution during the ampliﬁcation processes. We show that quantum phenomena
occurring in a single ampliﬁer, like pump depletion, single mode squeezing, and entanglement between all three
optical ﬁelds [18], signiﬁcantly contribute to the phase sensitivity. Furthermore, we demonstrate that under
certain conditions the phase uncertainty displays a Heisenberg scaling with the mean number N of input pump
photons.
The authors in [19] arrive at a similar conclusion but for a four-wave-mixing-like process that includes mean
ﬁeld shifts. The system under study there is a spinor Bose–Einstein condensate, where the Heisenberg scaling in
the phase uncertainty is achieved with the mean of an initial mixed Poissonan photon distribution. In contrast,
we focus on a three-wave-mixing process without mean ﬁeld shifts and analyze both Fock and coherent states as
initial pump ﬁelds.
We start this article by discussing the implemented numerical method in section 2. In section 3, we obtain
the phase sensitivity for different input states for the pump, including coherent and Fock states, and compare it
to the PA. We also show a Heisenberg scaling of the phase uncertainty with N for optimized interaction
strengths. In section 4, we take a closer look at the states inside the NLI that give the highest phase sensitivity, and
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discuss different possible reasons for this behavior. To keep this article self-contained, we include an appendix,
where the phase uncertainty is studied in terms of the classical Fisher information.

2. The nonlinear interferometer
In this section, we formally investigate the interferometer shown in ﬁgure 1, where two parametric ampliﬁers
mix the pump, signal and idler ﬁelds. These three ﬁelds are respectively associated with annihilation operators
aˆp , aˆs , and aˆ i , so that their interaction in each parametric ampliﬁer is described through the trilinear
Hamiltonian [20–24]
Hˆ (q ) = ke iqaˆ p aˆs† aˆ i† + ke-iqaˆ p† aˆs aˆ i.

(2)

Here, we have introduced a generic optical phase θj on each of the three ﬁelds ( j=p, s, i), and see that only the
phase difference θp−θs−θi≡θ appears explicitly. Note also that κ denotes the (real) coupling strength,
proportional to the nonlinear susceptibility of the nonlinear crystal, and that we chose  = 1.
In the PA, aˆp and aˆp† are respectively replaced by α and α* in equation (2), where α is a complex number such
that ∣a∣2 = N is the normalized pump intensity. In this case, the resulting Hamiltonian can be solved
(PA)
analytically, leading to the unbounded exponential increase of the internal number Nint
of signal (and idler)
photons in the interferometer, as discussed in section 1. To study the effect of both pump depletion and the
quantum features of the pump, the PA cannot be made anymore. However, there is no analytic solution for the
states produced by the trilinear Hamiltonian in equation (2). Therefore, we follow references [23, 25] and solve
the Schrödinger equation i¶∣y (t )ñ ¶t = Hˆ ∣y (t )ñ through a numerical diagonalization of the trilinear
Hamiltonian in a basis composed by Fock states of the form
∣n ñ(N ) º ∣N - n ñp ∣n ñs ∣n ñi ,

n = 0, 1, ¼, N .

(3)

Here, ν is the number of annihilated pump photons and, at the same time, the number of photons generated in
the signal and idler mode if the pump was initially in the Fock state ∣N ñp and the other ﬁelds in their vacuum
state. For these initial photon numbers, the state after an interaction time t (proportional to the nonlinear crystal
length) in the ampliﬁer can be decomposed in the basis {∣nñ(N ) } as
∣y (t )ñ =

N

å cn (t )∣n ñ(N ) ,

(4)

n=0

where we introduced time-dependent complex coefﬁcients cν(t).
Using the relation aˆ j∣nñj = n ∣n - 1ñj and the decomposition from equation (4), we ﬁnd from the
Schrödinger equation a system of coupled differential equations for the coefﬁcients,
ic˙n (t ) = k [mn - 1cn - 1 (t ) + mn*cn + 1 (t )].

(5)

Here, we deﬁne the phase-dependent quantity mn = (n + 1) N - n exp (iq ), which vanishes for ν=N.
Hence, the three-term recurrence relation terminates and we do not need to introduce an additional truncation.
We deﬁne the (N+1)×(N+1)-matrix M(θ) with Mn , m = mn - 1dm, n - 1 + mn*dm, n + 1 matrix elements, as well
as a vector cT = (c 0, c1, ¼, cN )T describing the quantum state. We ﬁnd the solution of equation (5) by
numerically diagonalizing the Hermitian coupling matrix M(θ). The resulting solution is given by
c (t ) = exp [-itM (q )] c (0). Here, we have introduced the dimensionless interaction strength τ=κt. In the PA,
a gain can be deﬁned as g = N t .
We now calculate the evolution of the three ﬁelds through the NLI. First, we obtain the output of ampliﬁer A
c(A) (t ) = exp [ - itM (0)] c in ,

(6)

where cin is the input of the NLI. The output of the interferometer after ampliﬁer B is
c(B ) (t ) = exp [ - itM (f)] c(A).

(7)

Without loss of generality, we have chosen the phase θ=0 for ampliﬁer A as the reference phase, and set θ=f
for ampliﬁer B. Note further that we have assumed an equal interaction strength τ in both ampliﬁers. However,
our treatment could be generalized to a gain-unbalanced situation in analogy to references [11, 26, 27], which
discuss the beneﬁts of different coupling strengths within the PA in lossy NLIs [28]. Since we only investigate a
lossless NLI, there would be no beneﬁt from unbalancing the gain parameters. Therefore, we focus on the
balanced conﬁguration in this article. However, we emphasize that loss is a major concern in NLIs as the
sensitivity rapidly degrades [28]. The effect of loss in a four-wave mixing process beyond the PA can be found
for example in [19].
We discuss two different pump input states in this article: a Fock state ∣N ñp and a coherent state ∣añp . We
shall use the symbol N to denote the mean number of input pump photons in both cases, Fock states and
coherent states, with N º ∣a∣2 in the latter case. The signal and idler ﬁelds are always initially in a vacuum state.
3
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Figure 2. Output signal and corresponding phase uncertainty. (a) The output signal photon numbers as a function of phase in the
interferometer shown in ﬁgure 1. The signal varies from destructive interference at f=π to constructive interference elsewhere. The
input pump ﬁeld is in either a Fock or a coherent state, both with a mean photon number N=5. (b) Phase uncertainty Δf calculated
by means of the error propagation formula from equation (9) for the same input pump states and interaction strengths. For all
interaction strengths τ, the output number Nout of signal (or idler) photons identically vanishes for f=π, and Δf exhibits a global
minimum for this phase.

For a Fock input state with N pump photons, we have ∣yinñ = ∣0ñ(N ) , which means cTin = (1, 0, ¼, 0)T , and see
that our state can be decomposed in the {∣nñ(N ) } basis at any time.
For a coherent input state, given by
∣yinñ = e- ∣ a ∣

2

¥

2

å

n= 0

an
∣0ñ(n) ,
n!

(8)

we use the linearity of the Schrödinger equation to propagate each state ∣0ñ(n) individually, using the method
described above. We truncate all states in equation (8) whose population is smaller than the population of the
state ∣0ñ(N ) times 10−5, as a balance between numerical accuracy and computational time.

3. Phase uncertainty
With the treatment from section 2 we numerically ﬁnd the quantum state of the pump, signal and idler ﬁelds
inside the interferometer. From this state we calculate the mean number Nint of internal signal (or idler)
photons. We use this number later to investigate whether the NLI phase uncertainty is in fact given by
(PA)
equation (1) if we set Nint
= Nint .
From equation (7) we can obtain the mean number Nout of signal (or idler) photons at the output of the NLI.
In ﬁgure 2(a), we show the resulting interference pattern. That is, we plot Nout as a function of the phase f in the
interferometer for different input pump states and interaction strengths τ. Since Nout is phase sensitive, it can be
used to estimate the phase of the interferometer by inverting the relevant curve in ﬁgure 2(a). Together with the
error propagation formula, it can then be used to ﬁnd the NLI phase uncertainty [29],
Df =

Var(Nout)
.
∣ ¶Nout ¶f ∣

(9)

Here, Var(Nout) denotes the variance of the number of signal photons at the output of the NLI. With the
derivative calculated numerically, the resulting phase uncertainty Δf is shown in ﬁgure 2(b) as a function of the
4
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Figure 3. Phase uncertainty Δf of the nonlinear interferometer for different interaction strengths τ and mean number N of input
pump photons. Panels (a–c) correspond to an input pump in a Fock state ∣N ñp , whereas panels (d–f) correspond to an input pump in a
coherent state ∣añp , with N º ∣a∣2 . In each panel, we compare the phase uncertainty Δf to the parametric approximation result
(PA)
in the parametric approximation by the
ΔfPA from equation (1). To illustrate the effect of pump depletion, we replace Nint
numerically obtained number Nint of internal signal (or idler) photons in the interferometer. The vertical lines in each panel indicate
the interaction strengths τ1 and τmin at which the ﬁrst and lowest Δf minimum are observed, respectively. The yellow shadow area
deﬁnes the high-gain regime, τ>N−1/2. In particular, panels (b, c, e, f) only display the phase uncertainty results in this regime.

phase f for the same input pump states and interaction strengths as in ﬁgure 2(a). For completeness, we present
in the appendix the phase uncertainty estimated from the classical Fisher information, but ﬁnd qualitatively the
same results as the ones obtained by means of equation (9).
According to ﬁgure 2(b), the phase uncertainty Δf displays a global minimum at f=π for all interaction
strengths and input states. This result can be inferred from the interference pattern in ﬁgure 2(a), where the
output of the signal and idler ﬁelds is the vacuum state for f=π regardless of the pump input state and the
interaction strength. The interference patterns for all other pump intensities N are qualitatively the same,
exhibiting in particular perfect destructive interference at f=π. For this phase, the parametric ampliﬁer B
reverses the unitary transformation performed by ampliﬁer A, returning the input state, which was the vacuum
state of the signal and idler ﬁelds. Since the vacuum state is a photon number eigenstate, the variance of Nout in
equation (9) vanishes.
In the following, we focus our attention on the global minimum of the phase uncertainty achieved by the
NLI, which occurs at f=π. The results of our simulations are shown in ﬁgure 3 for a pump in either a Fock
(top) or a coherent (bottom) state, and three different mean numbers of input photons, N=5, 50, and 100.
From ﬁgures 3(a), (d), we see that in the low-gain regime, τ<N−1/2, the uncertainty Δf (black thin line)
coincides perfectly with the PA uncertainty ΔfPA (green thick dotted line) and displays an exponential scaling.
(PA)
However, in this regime Nint
= sinh2 ( N t )  1 and therefore there is no beneﬁt from the Heisenberg
scaling. To have larger photon numbers inside the NLI and to beneﬁt from the Heisenberg scaling, we need to
enter the high-gain regime, i.e. τ>N−1/2 (yellow shaded area). However, in this regime Δf and ΔfPA deviate
signiﬁcantly as the PA breaks down. In particular, Δf begins oscillating in a non-periodic manner around a
saturation level that decreases as N increases. For a coherent state pump, these oscillations are somewhat
smoother. To further appreciate the oscillatory Δf behavior in the high-gain regime, we focus our analysis on
interaction strengths τ N−1/2 in ﬁgures 3(b), (c), (e), (f).
In particular, we discuss whether the sensitivity of the NLI in this regime is dictated by the number Nint of
internal signal photons, which we calculate numerically. Even in classical nonlinear optics, one expects the
pump to deplete with increasing interaction strength. Therefore, the exponential growth of the number of
generated photons will fall off. We examine whether this fall-off fully explains the saturation and oscillation in
the phase uncertainty shown in ﬁgure 3. As demonstrated in [23], indeed Nint oscillates, which reﬂects a back and
forth energy exchange between the pump and signal (and idler) ﬁelds after ampliﬁer A. Therefore, by simply
(PA)
replacing Nint
by Nint in equation (1) one predicts oscillatory behavior of the phase uncertainty ΔfPA (green
thick solid line in ﬁgure 3). However, while this ad hoc substitution predicts a behavior similar to the exact phase
uncertainty Δf, it does not describe all its features. In particular, Δf contains ﬁner oscillations and does not go
as low or high as ΔfPA calculated from Nint. Hence, the phase sensitivity is not solely determined by the number
of signal (or idler) photons inside the interferometer, and thus, not solely by pump depletion. This suggests that
the features found in Δf are instead due to a combination of causes. These could include the depletion of the
5
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Figure 4. First and lowest minimum of the phase uncertainty Δf. The input pump is in either a Fock (a) or a coherent (b) state. We
show a Heisenberg scaling by ﬁtting the ﬁrst minimum to ∝N−1 for large input photon numbers (N 10). The resulting
proportionality constants are 1.820 and 1.810 in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The inset in panel (a) is a zoom for small N values. It
shows that odd N input Fock states yield slightly lower phase uncertainties than states with even N. The numerical calculations for a
coherent pump were carried out up to N=100 due to memory limitations.

pump, the quantum features of the pump (like single-mode squeezing), and entanglement between all three
ﬁelds.
We next investigate the optimal phase sensitivity achieved once the above-mentioned saturation behavior
has been reached. To this end, we indicate by vertical lines in ﬁgure 3 the ﬁrst local minimum of Δf, as well as its
lowest minimum in the range of τ studied here. Those Δf minima occur at interaction strengths τ labeled by τ1
and τmin, respectively. For a ﬁxed nonlinear coupling strength κ, the crystal lengths have to be chosen
appropriately to obtain these optimal phase sensitivities. Note that they vary for different input states and
different mean numbers N of input pump photons.
We plot the phase uncertainty Δf at τ1 and τmin as a function of N in ﬁgure 4 for a pump in either a Fock
(top) or a coherent (bottom) state. In both cases, we observe that the ﬁrst Δf minimum is below the shot-noise
level N−1/2, which is indicated in ﬁgure 4 by an orange dotted line. We also observe for both pump states that the
ﬁrst minimum approaches a Heisenberg scaling (Δf(τ1)∝N−1) for large N, as the ﬁt (blue solid line) suggests.
Furthermore, for a pump in a coherent state, the ﬁrst minimum approaches the shot-noise level for small N<1.
This trend is almost inappreciable when the pump is in a Fock state because we are restricted to integer N values,
and therefore to N 1. However, we observe a deviation from the Heisenberg scaling for N approaching unity.
For the lowest Δf minimum in ﬁgure 4, and a coherent pump, the phase uncertainty almost coincides with
the ﬁrst Δf minimum. Hence, we also observe a Heisenberg scaling in the lowest minimum for large input
numbers N, and the uncertainty approaches the shot-noise level for small N. In contrast, for a pump in a Fock
state the lowest minimum is noticeably smaller than the ﬁrst minimum, even though it seems to display a
Heisenberg scaling. For this case, we also observe that the lowest minimum is not a monotonic function of N, as
highlighted in the inset of ﬁgure 4(a). In particular, input states for which N is even appear to give slightly worse
phase sensitivities. We present an explanation for this remarkable feature in section 4.

4. Photon statistics inside the interferometer
To gain more insight into the Heisenberg scaling and the lowest phase uncertainty observed in section 3, we
investigate the quantum state inside the interferometer. For that, we focus on the simpler case of a pump in a
6
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Figure 5. Photon number distribution of the signal (or idler) ﬁeld inside the nonlinear interferometer at maximum phase sensitivity
(τ=τmin) for a pump initially in a Fock state. The mean number of input pump photons are N=9 and 10, and the behavior is
representative for all other two consecutive N values. Odd and even input pump photon numbers have a signiﬁcantly different
distribution, which may be the source of their different phase sensitivities in the inset of ﬁgure 4(a).

Fock state, and calculate the photon number distribution ∣cn∣2 after crystal A from equation (6). For two
exemplary input Fock states (N = 9 and 10) and interaction strength τmin, we plot ∣cn∣2 in ﬁgure 5.
For N=9, two prominent peaks appear at ν=0 and ν=N. These two peaks correspond to a
superposition of the case where the pump remains in its initial Fock state and where all pump photons are
converted to signal and idler ﬁeld, giving a form similar to ∣0ñ(N ) + ∣N ñ(N ) . Using equation (3), this state may be
written as ∣N ñp ∣0ñs ∣0ñi + ∣0ñp ∣N ñs ∣N ñi . Such a structure resembles a N00N state, ∣N 0ñ + ∣0N ñ, in which all N
photons appear in either the ﬁrst or second mode of a linear interferometer [30, 31]. In our case, these two
modes are the pump and the signal (and idler) modes. N00N states are known to reach the Heisenberg limit with
a phase sensitivity Δf=1/N [32, 33]. It is then plausible to assume that this structure leads to the lowest phase
uncertainty.
Furthermore, in ﬁgure 5 we see oscillations in the photon number distribution. The distribution goes to zero
for even values of ν, as it was previously reported [23]. These oscillations arise from destructive interference:
Upon time evolution in ampliﬁer A, the initial state ∣0ñ(N ) is depopulated and the population moves towards
higher ν. Since the basis from equation (3) is ﬁnite, the population reﬂects at ∣N ñ(N ), resulting in the destructive
interference that can be seen in ﬁgure 5.
When we consider the state N=10, we observe a similar structure, but the pronounced two peaks occur at
ν=N and ν=1, rather than ν=N and ν=0, as one would expect for a N00N state. This distinction between
odd and even N produces the non-monotonic behavior for the lowest Δf minimum in the inset of ﬁgure 4(a),
where the phase sensitivity tends to be better for odd rather than for even N. We then attribute such nonmonotonic behavior to the different structures of the quantum states inside the interferometer. In fact, we ﬁnd
similar photon distributions for all other input intensities: For odd and even N we always ﬁnd two peaks, with
one at of ν=N. However, for even N the second peak is at ν=1, whereas for odd N it is at ν=0, like a N00N
state.
In contrast, the photon distribution of internal signal photons is almost uniform for the interaction strength
τ1, where the ﬁrst minimum of the phase uncertainty occurs. We therefore do not observe a pronounced twopeaked structure that resembles a N00N state. So, the ﬁrst minimum of Δf seems to be of different physical
origin. One can calculate the amount of squeezing of the state inside the interferometer, as in [25]. In fact, there
is a local maximum in the amount of squeezing at a τ near to τ1, but they do not coincide exactly. A local
maximum in Nint is also near to τ1, but, again, they do not exactly coincide. It is possibly a combination of a high
Nint and squeezing, rather than a N00N-like number distribution, that leads to the ﬁrst Δf minimum.
If the pump is initially in a coherent state, the previous analysis can be generalized and it is still possible to
observe a two peaked-structure in the joint photon number distribution of pump and signal (and idler) photons
inside the interferometer at τ=τmin. However, in contrast to the Fock state, the distinction between odd or
even N seen in ﬁgure 4(b) is absent. This is roughly what is expected since the coherent state is a superposition of
odd and even Fock states and therefore the different distinct features, as described above, wash out. Indeed, we
see that the ﬁrst and lowest Δf minimum are of similar order of magnitude in ﬁgure 4(b).
7
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5. Conclusions
We have conducted a rigorous quantum analysis of an NLI, including the quantum nature of the pump ﬁeld. In
the high-gain regime, where pump depletion and quantum features of the pump are of relevance, the phase
uncertainty of an NLI oscillates around a saturation level. This contrasts with the exponential growth in the lowgain regime described by the PA. We further demonstrated that the phase sensitivity is not determined solely by
the number of signal (or idler) photons inside the interferometer, but it is also a result of quantum features of the
joint state of the pump, signal, and idler ﬁelds inside the interferometer. Most importantly, we showed that the
phase uncertainty of the NLI for optimal interaction strengths is below the shot-noise level of a Mach–Zehnder
interferometer with the same input intensity. In fact, the sensitivity of an NLI displays a Heisenberg scaling as the
mean number of input pump photons is increased, even when pumped by a coherent state. Finally, we observed
that the lowest phase uncertainty occurs when the photon number distribution of the three ﬁelds inside the
interferometer resembles a N00N state.
A possible extension to our model is the use of two pump beams, one for each ampliﬁer, e.g. created from the
output of a beam splitter. Another extension would be to incorporate dephasing or loss terms. Such dephasing
and time-ordering effects may become of relevance as well in the high-gain regime [34]. Finally, a multi-mode
treatment is desirable in order to reveal the real traveling-wave dynamics in the NLI, although there are
experiments moving towards single-mode optical parametric ampliﬁers [11].
In conclusion, we interpret the pump ﬁeld as the primary resource, rather than the number of photons
generated by the parametric ampliﬁers. Since in the low-gain regime the number of converted photons is small
compared to the input laser intensity conventionally used in a Mach–Zehnder interferometer, the most suitable
implementation of the NLI is in the high-gain regime. Indeed, in this regime we ﬁnd a Heisenberg scaling and
therefore an advantage of the NLI over a conventional Mach–Zehnder interferometer.
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Appendix. Fisher information
In section 3, we pointed out that the phase can be obtained from the mean number Nout of signal (or idler)
photons at the output of the NLI. Thus, we estimated the phase uncertainty from error propagation of Nout,
equation (9). However, we may use any other estimator formula for the phase based on the output signal (or
idler, or pump) statistics, like the root mean squared of signal photons, just to mention one example. In this
appendix, we investigate the best phase sensitivity that can be reached based on the output signal photon
statistics. This phase sensitivity is provided by the Fisher information
=

å
Nout

⎛ ¶P (Nout∣f) ⎞2
1
⎟,
⎜
⎠
P (Nout∣f) ⎝
¶f

(A1)

with P (Nout∣f ) being the probability of measuring Nout output signal photons given a certain phase f. This
probability is calculated from equation (7). The phase uncertainty ΔfFI from the Fisher information is then
given by 1  .
According to the Cramér–Rao bound, the phase uncertainty ΔfFI limits the phase uncertainty from below,
i.e. ΔfFIΔf, with Δf given by equation (9). We emphasize that, even though we know that the phase
uncertainty is bounded by the Fisher information, the estimator itself is not speciﬁed. In contrast, for error
propagation, we are simply using the mean number of output signal photons as an estimator. In ﬁgure A1, we
compare the results for ΔfFI as a function of the interaction strength τ to the ones obtained from error
propagation.
On one hand, we observe that in the low-gain regime, τ<N−1/2, equation (9) and equation (A1) lead to the
same phase uncertainty. On the other hand, in the high-gain regime, τ>N−1/2, the general trend of Δf and
ΔfFI is approximately the same, although the uncertainty obtained from the Fisher information is slightly
smaller, as expected from the Cramér–Rao bound. Moreover, τ1 and τmin for Δf and ΔfCF are very close to
each other, but do not exactly coincide.
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Figure A1. Comparison of the phase uncertainty estimated by error propagation, equation (9), and the classical Fisher information,
equation (A1), of the output signal (or pump, or idler) photon number distribution. We chose a coherent input pump ﬁeld with a
mean number of photons N=5. The yellow shadow area deﬁnes the high-gain regime, τ>N−1/2.

Figure A2. First minimum of the phase uncertainty ΔfFI as a function of the mean number N of input pump photons for a coherent
pump. We show a Heisenberg scaling by ﬁtting the ﬁrst minimum of ΔfFI to ∝N−1 for N 10. The resulting proportionality
constant is 1.591.

To investigate the inﬂuence of the slightly reduced Fisher information phase uncertainty, we follow the
procedure from section 3, and show in ﬁgure A2 the ﬁrst minimum of ΔfFI as a function of the mean number N
of input pump photons. We again observe a phase uncertainty that approaches the shot-noise level (orange
dotted line) from below for small N (N<1). For large N, we observe a Heisenberg scaling highlighted by a ﬁt
(blue solid line) in ﬁgure A2. Likewise, for the lowest ΔfFI minimum over the range investigated, and for the
pump in a Fock state, we observe qualitatively the same results as the uncertainties discussed in the main part of
the article, even though they are slightly smaller. However, since the overall behavior is the same, we refrain from
presenting these results for brevity.
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